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Sade’s recently released Soldier of Love
was 10 years in the making.

3ADE RÀSUMÀ
 After switching careers
as a model, fashion designer and
one-time stylist for British band
Spandau Ballet, 25-year-old Sade
signs on with CBS/Epic Records.
Her debut disc, Diamond Life,
blends new wave, jazz and pop.
Her signature image—hoop
earrings, red lipstick, black turtleneck and slicked-back ponytail
’do—is born.
 The first single off Diamond
Life—“Your Love Is King”—hits
top 10 on the Billboard charts.
The album’s second and third
singles—“Smooth Operator” and
“Hang on to Your Love”—follows
suit, earning the disc a BRIT
Award by year-end.
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 A second album named
Promise is released, igniting two
hits—“Sweetest Taboo” and
“Never as Good as the First Time.”
Months later, Time magazine
features Sade on the cover and
crowns the Anglo-Nigerian as
“The Queen of Cool.”

The private Diva

 The most upbeat album of
Sade’s career—Stronger than
Pride—is released and includes
flamenco-tinged hit “Paradise”
and rhythmic chart climber “Nothing Can Come Between Us.”

In a rare interview, Sade talks to Prime Time of music, love
and her life philosophy: Age equals beauty
BY ELIO IANNACCI
daughter, Ila, in rural Gloucestershire, in
southwest England, she had to deal with
the divorce from her husband of six years,
Spanish film director Carlos Pliego. Afterwards she met and ended a relationship
with a Jamaican musician—Ila’s father,
whom Sade refuses to talk about—and
started a long-term relationship with Ian
Watts, a former firefighter and officer of
the Royal Navy. “All of the mistakes I’ve
made in life—including my relationships—
make me a better person,” she says of her
past partners. “Because of them, I’m now
able to know what matters most.”

3OLDIER OF ,OVE
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person to administer the best possible healing as well, since people often say that my
music has helped them through moments
of trouble. I believe that need to heal is
intrinsic.”

 Sade wins Best R&B
Performance by a Duo or Group
at the Grammys for the hit
“No Ordinary Love.” The cover
art for the disc, which features
a stunning naked photo of Sade
taken by fashion snapper Albert
Watson is considered to be one
of the most artful album sleeves
in music history.

(EALING SONGS

But while away from the public eye, she did
not really stop writing songs altogether. One
of Soldier of Love’s most personal tracks—
ironically titled “Long Hard Road”—was
in a drafting phase that ended up taking
seven years to finish. The long, drawn-out
process to finish the disc is something Sade
admits to having no control over.
“Once I start writing and let the feelings
flow, they dictate all of the action on their
own time. I can’t rush them,” she explains.
“I do feel like an emotional editor in some
ways. Part of the problem is that I don’t
want people to know too much about me,
so writing is a constant conflict.”
So what does help spur her on? The
knowledge that her songs may have medicinal qualities. “My mother was a nurse
and my grandmother was an herbalist [who]
used to make potions and soaps [to] make
people feel better. I feel like I’m the best
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T  "RYAN &ERRY DOES NOT BELIEVE
IN ACTING HIS AGE OR SLOWING DOWN
!SIDE FROM HIS TWO RECENTLY
RELEASED CHART CLIMBING DANCE TRACKS
WITH ,ONDON ELECTRO MUSICIANS 'ROOVE
!RMADA AND $* (ELL THE "RITISH POPSTER
HAS BEEN BUSY PLANNING TWO BIG PROJECTS
SLATED TO UNFOLD THIS YEAR (ElS PUTTING
THE üNISHING TOUCHES ON HIS TH SOLO
DISC AS WELL AS PLANNING A REUNION WITH
HIS LEGENDARY BAND 2OXY -USIC WHO ARE
BOOKED TO PERFORM ONSTAGE IN ,ONDON ON
*ULY   (ERE &ERRY TELLS 0RIME 4IME ABOUT
THE TWO PEOPLE WHO INČUENCED HIM THE
MOST DURING HIS LIFE

!UNT %NID

-Y FAVOURITE AUNT WAS !UNT %NID (ER
HUSBAND WAS IN THE 2OYAL !IR &ORCE AND
SO SHE KNEW !MERICAN ')S WHO TURNED
HER ON TO !MERICAN RECORDS 3HE WOULD
PLAY ME BEAUTIFUL WORKS OF ARTqSONGS BY
"ILLY %CKSTINE "ILLIE (OLIDAY AND 4HE )NK

 Sade’s daughter, Ila, is born.
 The folk-roots-inspired disc,
Lovers Rock is released, followed
by a tour and live album.
 Sade wins Favorite Adult
Contemporary Artist of the year
at the American Music Awards,
and the group nabs Best Pop
Vocal Album at the Grammys
for Lovers Rock.
 Sade’s sixth studio album,
Soldier of Love, tops the Billboard
200 on the first week of its release
and features her daughter on
back-up vocals in track B.
Sade’s signature look is tasteful and timeless.

3POTSq) STILL HAVE THOSE S TODAY (EAR
ING THAT KIND OF MUSIC WHEN ) WAS SO
YOUNG SPARKED SOMETHING IN ME AND
LATER TURNED ME ON TO !MERICANAq
-ARILYN -ONROE %LVIS AND ,IZ 4AYLORqTHE
WHOLE IDEA OF GLAMOUR AND SEX (ER GOOD
TASTE HAD AN IMPACT ON MINE

2ICHARD (AMILTON TEACHER

-Y WHOLE WORK ETHIC WAS SHAPED BY
;POP ARTIST= 2ICHARD (AMILTON ) STUDIED
UNDER HIM AT ;5NIVERSITY OF .EWCASTLE
5PON 4YNE IN NORTHEAST %NGLAND= FOR A
FEW YEARS (E WAS A WORKAHOLIC AND OB
SESSED WITH HIS ART SO ) ABSORBED A LOT
FROM HIM -AYBE THE OBSESSION PART WAS
ALWAYS THERE WITH ME BUT IT WAS CER
TAINLY REINFORCED ;IN ME= AS A TEENAGER
SEEING HIM AT CLOSE RANGE (E WAS A GOOD
TEACHER AND SEEING HIM PREPARE WORKS
FOR THE 'UGGENHEIM WAS A THING OF BEAU
TY 4HERE IS STILL A LOT TO BE SAID FOR THE
EARLY YEARS OF ANYONElS CAREER WHEN THEY
ARE DISCOVERING THEMSELVES (E INČU
ENCED ALL THE DESIGN WORK )lVE DONE ON
2OXY -USIC
Bryan Ferry credits his favourite aunt and
a teacher for his taste in music and art.
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It’s a sentiment further amplified on the CD
sleeve of Soldier of Love, which she told The
New York Times she didn’t even want to
appear on. Her concession was a photo
where her front profile is not visible and her
body is turned towards the Zapotec archaeological ruins in the Monte Albán region of
Oaxaca in Mexico. Various Sade fan-site
message boards have deduced that the
beautiful image of a decaying landscape
framing her body is a symbol of Sade’s life
philosophy: Age equals beauty. “Growth
means strength to me,” she says. “Only
time has allowed me to have no regrets
whatsoever.”
And who better to represent this attitude
than Sade, whose lack of wrinkles suggest
she has spent the last 10 years sitting in a
vat of Crème de la Mer? Physically she’s
fitter than ever and one glimpse of her latest video will have most people thinking
she’s lived the last 10 years of her life stressfree. However, nothing is further from the
truth. During her decade-long departure
from the spotlight, Sade had her hands full.
Aside from raising her now-13-year-old

 Love Deluxe is released with
its epic 7-minute, 20-second hit,
“Ordinary Love.” The video of the
track, directed by Sophie Muller,
famous for previously working
with Annie Lennox, casts Sade as a
modern-day version of the Danish
fairy-tale character Little Mermaid.
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ade is the last of a special breed of
pop star. At a time when most singers are expected to tweet about
their every mood or to stage a scandal every time a new album drops, 51-yearold Helen Folasade Adu remains a quiet
anomaly. Although the reclusive Nigerianborn, British-raised singer has recorded six
studio albums over the course of her 26-year
career, she’s a pop music sphinx compared
to contemporaries like Madonna. Case in
point? Sade seldom does interviews, rarely
updates her website, never blogs or tweets
and steers clear of collaborating with any
famous hit makers, fashion designers or
trendy Hollywood stylists.
Yet being an understated performer in
an industry filled with artists who constantly indulge in overstatement (read: Lady
Gaga) continues to work for Sade. For example, her latest album, Soldier of Love—
which took nearly 10 years to produce—has
sold over 2.5 million sales worldwide sans a
gruelling publicity campaign, tabloid headline or talk-show circuit tour.
The mystery that surrounds her is something Sade is exceedingly proud of. While
on the phone from L.A., she insists that
keeping her private life away from the public is “not a marketing strategy at all.”
Although “commerce is required” in the
music business, she firmly believes that her
music is for sale but not her persona.
“Keeping my cards so close to my chest
has been a necessary choice,” she confides.
“It’s not easy to be a front person and it’s
hard to deliver what could be an expectation that you’re not completely, concretely
aware of. Being private allows me to carry
on being who I am and not to fall prey to
the machine.”

 Sade wins Best New Artist at
the Grammys. Her now-signature
look becomes the street style
staple of London and New York.

